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    Two of the most controversial issues surrounding Confederate forces on July 2, 1863, concern 
the reconnaissance conducted by Captain Samuel R. Johnston and the counter-march of 
Lieutenant General James Longstreet. While the majority of studies have focused on the actions 
of these two officers, most do not take into consideration the actions of other individuals or the 
deployment of other troops on the field and their possible impact on the events of the day. This 
paper will attempt to address some of these issues. 
    On July 1, 1863, instead of merely concentrating the Army of Northern Virginia, General 
Robert E. Lee was confronted with a battle at a time and place not of his choosing. He arrived on 
Herr’s Ridge along the Chambersburg pike at about 2 P.M., where the “battle was raging with 
considerable violence.” After witnessing his army driving the 1st and 11th corps of the Army of 
the Potomac through Gettysburg, Lee moved his headquarters to Seminary Ridge, approximately 
one mile east of Herr’s Ridge. There he met with Lieutenant General James Longstreet, his senior 
corps commander, at about 5 P.M.1 
    From their position near the Lutheran Theological Seminary, Lee and Longstreet could have 
seen Federal batteries and infantry on the open slopes of Cemetery Hill, one and one-quarter 
miles to their right front. This position was clearly marked by a massive tree standing on the crest 
of Cemetery Hill. The position “was evidently a strong one” and the Federal right “appeared to 
rest on a cemetery…” The wooded slopes of Culp’s Hill stood to the left of this position. Further 
to the south along Cemetery Ridge, Lee and Longstreet would have viewed Ziegler’s Grove, the 
area south toward the Peach Orchard, and could have seen cavalry guarding the Federal left flank. 
Lee wrote, “Numerous stone and rail fences along the slope served to afford protection to his 
[Meade’s] troops and impede our  advance. In his front, the ground was undulating and generally 
open for about three-quarters of a mile.”2 
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    After making “a studied view of the position upon which the enemy was rallying his forces, 
and of the lay of the land surrounding” Longstreet probably recommended a “wide tactical 
development” against the Army of the Potomac’s left flank. Lee rejected this idea. At this time, 
Lee knew he had confronted two of the seven infantry corps in the Army of the Potomac. 
However, he reported: 
 

Without information as to its proximity, the strong position which the enemy had 
assumed could not be attacked without danger of exposing the four divisions 
present, already weakened and exhausted by a long and bloody struggle, to 
overwhelming numbers of fresh troops. General [Richard S.] Ewell was, 
therefore, instructed to carry the hill occupied by the enemy, if he found it 
practicable, but to avoid a general engagement until the arrival of the other 
divisions of the army, which were ordered to hasten forward.3 

 
    For Lee, a battle had “become in a measure unavoidable, and the success already gained gave 
hope of a favorable issue.”4 
    For Longstreet’s troops, July 1 would prove to be a hard day’s march. The divisions of major 
generals Lafayette McLaws and John B. Hood had been ready to march from the bivouac areas 
between Fayetteville and Greenwood, about sixteen miles from Gettysburg, by 8 A.M. on the 
morning of July 1. The division of Major General Richard H. Anderson of Lieutenant General A. 
P. Hill’s corps had preceded them “soon after daylight.” McLaws wrote that he “had not been 
long in place” before Major General Edward Johnson’s division of Lieutenant General Richard S. 
Ewell’s corps “appeared.” Johnson’s column, which included Ewell’s supply train and reserve 
artillery, had come into the Chambersburg pike from the direction of Green Village. Lee ordered 
Longstreet’s column to halt and “directed that Johnson’s division and train should pass to its 
corps…”5 
    Longstreet’s third division, under Major General George E. Pickett, was ordered to remain in 
Chambersburg, twenty-three miles from Gettysburg, until relieved by Brigadier General John D. 
Imboden. Pickett was advised that “the commanding general desires you to come on this evening 
as far as this point [Greenwood], and to follow on after the remainder of the command across the 
mountains to-morrow morning.” In the event that Pickett was not relieved until the early morning 
of July 2, he was authorized to “move across the mountain without stopping here.”6 
    At 10 A.M., Longstreet issued new orders to McLaws and Hood to wait one hour after 
Johnson’s division and trains had passed before marching and to “camp on the other side of the 
mountain as near to the division leading you as you conveniently can.” McLaws and Hood began 
their march at about 4 P.M., in the rain and with the promise of humid marching conditions. Once 
the march commenced, Longstreet’s men moved “with elastic step, every one feeling the time had 
come for active work.” McLaws reached the summit of South Mountain by sunset (about 7:41 
P.M.). Brigadier General Joseph B. Kershaw recalled that from the summit “could be seen and 
heard the smoke and din of battle then raging in the distance.”7 
    Private William T. Fluker, 15th Georgia Infantry, remembered: 
  

We kept steadily going all the evening. Night came on and still the steady tramp, 
tramp of the infantry and the rumble of trains and artillery of a vast army in 
motion. We began to suspect by this time that we were going somewhere for 
something, as we failed to get our usual ten minutes rest out of every hour…The 
tired men would cry out “rest, rest,” but no order came to rest. Men fell asleep 
marching only to wake as they stumbled or bumped against their file leaders and 
get cussed for tramping on his heel.8 
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    Despite Johnson’s head start, Longstreet’s column overtook the tail end of Johnson’s trains 
before midnight. One soldier remembered the march became “slow and tedious.” “To walk two or 
three steps,” he said, “and then halt for that length of time, was anything but restful and assuring 
to troops who had marched all night without sleep or rest.”9 
    Orders were also issued to Colonel John B. Walton, commanding Longstreet’s reserve artillery, 
to follow McLaws and Hood. It was understood that it would “be some hours” before Walton 
could move out. Longstreet reissued orders to Walton at 5:30 P.M., which were not received until 
10 P.M., “to come on to-night as far as you can without distressing your men and animals.” It was 
noted that Walton would be “wanted for to-morrow’s battle.”10 
    Longstreet left Lee on Seminary Ridge at about 7 P.M. He remembered that at that time, Lee 
“had formed no plans beyond that of seizing Culp’s Hill as his point from which to engage, nor 
given any orders for the next day.” It was unclear where the right flank of the Confederate line 
would be on the morning of July 2. By the next morning, Longstreet succeeded in marching his 
men to Herr’s Ridge, opposite Seminary Ridge and the Confederate right as it existed at the end 
of July 1. Longstreet also noted that Lee’s “desperate mood was painfully evident, and gave rise 
to serious apprehensions.”11 
    Longstreet was returning to his temporary headquarters in Cashtown, seven miles from 
Gettysburg, when he met McLaws, informed him of the engagement, and directed him “to go into 
camp at the water course, then some miles distant…” McLaws reached his camp site “a little after 
twelve at night.” However, one soldier reported that “at 10 o’c we encamped…” This camp was 
along Marsh Creek, about thirteen miles from Greenwood and two miles west of Herr’s Ridge, 
and occupied the farms of Ephraim Whisler and Samuel Lohr.12 
    Lee visited with Lieutenant General Richard S. Ewell after Longstreet left Seminary Ridge. 
Lee wanted to discuss the possibility of moving Ewell’s corps away from the Culp’s Hill area on 
the Confederate left to an area along the southern portion of Seminary Ridge on the Confederate 
right and launching an attack from that position. By midnight, Ewell was able to convince Lee 
that he could attack and capture Culp’s Hill. Lee decided to leave Ewell in place and to open an 
attack from his right with Longstreet’s corps. Lee, however, issued no specific attack or 
movement orders on the night of July 1.13 
      
    While Lee was exploring his options, Major General George G. Meade, commanding the Army 
of the Potomac, was concentrating his army along the crest of Cemetery Ridge, between Culp’s 
Hill and the Round Tops. Two brigades from the 1st Cavalry Division, under Brigadier General 
John Buford, were screening the army’s left flank near the Peach Orchard and the Little Round 
Top area. The U. S. Signal Corps opened communications from a station on Little Round Top by 
11 P.M. on July 1. The 3rd Corps established a skirmish line on the west side of the Emmitsburg 
road, extending from the Peach Orchard and connecting with the skirmishers of the 1st Corps on 
their right. The other corps of the Army of the Potomac were marching toward Gettysburg and 
would arrive throughout the night of July 1 and the early morning hours of July 2.14 
    Before dawn began to break on July 2, the various elements of the Confederate army were 
stirring. Hood’s division began arriving in the area of Marsh Creek by midnight. Lieutenant 
Colonel William S. Shepherd, 2nd Georgia Infantry, wrote that after “a most tiresome march 
through the mountains, this regiment, belonging to Benning’s brigade, arrived at 12 p.m…where 
it was permitted to bivouac for a few hours.” Hood later wrote that the orders to hasten forward 
had been so imperative that his troops “were allowed to halt and rest only about two hours, during 
the night…” At 2 A.M., Pickett’s division was leaving Chambersburg, and by 2:30 A.M. Walton, 
with the reserve artillery, finally had a clear road to start his march.15 
    Lieutenant Colonel Arthur J. L. Fremantle, a British observer with Longstreet, wrote that they 
had “breakfasted a little before daylight.” Colonel Shepherd reported that Hood’s division 
resumed its march at 3 A.M. but were again halted “after proceeding some three miles.” Brigadier 
General Evander M. Law’s brigade, which had been detached from Hood’s division to patrol the 
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area of New Guilford (now Duffield), Pennsylvania, “moved as rapidly as possible toward 
Gettysburg,” twenty-three miles away, at 3 A.M. The three remaining brigades of Hood’s 
division began arriving near Herr’s Ridge by 5 A.M. but apparently remained strung out along the 
Chambersburg road. Captain Benton H. Miller, 59th Georgia Infantry, remembered his regiment 
was resting “in front of the railroad cut, where the first day’s fight was.” McLaws’ division, 
which had received orders “to march at 4 o’clock…did not leave until about sunrise,” began to 
deploy along Herr’s Ridge by about 7 A.M.16 
    At 4:30 A.M., the troops of Major General Richard H. Anderson’s division were on Whistler’s 
Ridge about two miles from Seminary Ridge. Major General Henry Heth’s division was stationed 
in Herr’s Woods on the east slope of Herr’s Ridge. Brigadier General Edward L. Thomas’ 
brigade had its right flank just south of McMillan’s Woods. Colonel W. L. J. Lowrance, 
commanding Brigadier General Alfred M. Scales’ brigade, stated that “at early dawn…I was 
ordered to a position on the right of and on line with the artillery, which left me still on the 
extreme right of the line…I threw out a strong skirmish line.” Lowrance’s position was in the 
area of Spangler’s Woods. There were no significant Confederate forces south of Spangler’s 
Woods at this time of the morning. By 9 A.M., Lowrance’s brigade occupied a line that ended 
just north of Spangler’s Woods. McLaws’ division was stationed on a ridge line just west of 
Herr’s Ridge Road.17 
    Lee needed more precise information on the position of the Federal army before he could issue 
definite attack and movement orders. He sent patrols out to explore the possibility of an attack 
from the Confederate right. Colonel Armistead L. Long, Lee’s military secretary, was especially 
interested in the proper placement of artillery along Hill’s and Ewell’s lines.  Brigadier General 
William N. Pendleton, the army’s chief of artillery, reported that “from the farthest occupied 
point on the right and front…soon after sunrise [about 4:44 A.M.] I surveyed the enemy’s 
position toward some estimate of the ground and the best mode of attack.”18 
    Confederate staff officers could have clearly seen the Federal 3rd Corps skirmish line on the 
west side of the Emmitsburg road and the Peach Orchard area before the road crossed the high 
ground at the Peach Orchard. The 4th Maine skirmish line ran from the Millerstown road to just 
past the Peter Rogers’ house about one hundred yards west of the Emmitsburg road. They could 
also have seen the summit of Little Round Top and the signal flags flying from there. Throughout 
the morning, they would have seen the 2nd Corps moving into position along Cemetery Ridge and 
3rd Corps troops moving up the Emmitsburg road. Apparently, no one mentioned the possibility 
of the Federal left flank being partially concealed or being on low ground.19 
    The reconnaissance with the most impact on Lee’s thinking appears to have been conducted by 
Captain Samuel Richards Johnston. From Fairfax County, Virginia, Johnston was thirty years old 
in 1863. He had been trained as a civil engineer and was appointed a lieutenant in Company F, 6th 
Virginia Cavalry, on April 20, 1861. By July 21, Company F was employed “in picket duty and 
scouting near the enemy’s line in advance of regular pickets.” In this assignment, the company 
obtained “valuable information” because of its knowledge of the area “as well as previous 
surveys of Lieutenant Johnston, who was much employed in command of scouting parties.”20 
    Johnston was appointed a volunteer aide-de-camp to Brigadier General J. E. B. Stuart while 
stationed at Dranesville, Virginia, and was “acting Inspector of Outposts of Gen. J. E. B. Stuart’s 
staff’ in February 1862. Stuart described Johnston as “sober, indefatigable, and capable.” He 
served as a contract engineer near Richmond until assigned as a lieutenant of engineers to 
Longstreet on June 4, 1862. He was promoted to captain of engineers and assigned to Lee’s staff 
on August 12, 1862.21 
    Johnston conducted reconnaissance work for the army in campaigns previous to Gettysburg. 
During these operations, he came under the eyes of both Lee and Longstreet. Longstreet noted 
that Johnston had been “very energetic and untiring” in his efforts “to discover the various 
positions of the enemy.” In his reports of the Second Manassas and Antietam campaigns, 
Longstreet thanked Johnston, among others, “for great courtesy and kindness in assisting me on 
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the different battle-fields.” Johnston helped to lay out the earthworks at Fredericksburg and 
assigned positions for the Confederate batteries. On May 3, 1863, during the battle of 
Chancellorsville, Johnston “discovered large parks of the enemy’s wagons and the camps of some 
of his troops on the opposite side of the river” and posted artillery the next day “to open a hot fire 
upon the parks and camps.” Johnston had proven himself to be an experienced and capable 
engineer officer and had become an experienced reconnaissance officer.22 
    All of the major military books of the time stated that there was no more important duty for an 
officer than that of “collecting and arranging the information upon which either the general, or 
daily operations of a campaign must be based.” A reconnaissance was necessary because even a 
detailed map could “never convey all the information that will enable an officer to plan, even an 
ordinary march, with safety.” Since military operations would be based on this information, “any 
serious error in the reconnaissance may involve the results of the campaign, and even the fate of 
the war.”23 
 
    A reconnoitering officer “should be known to be cool-headed and truth-ful; one who sees 
things as they are, and tells clearly and precisely what he has seen.” Such an officer was “to 
ascertain precisely the duty required of him; and what further should be done in case of certain 
contingencies that may, from the nature of the duty, be naturally looked for.” A reconnoitering 
officer should also obtain maps, a good telescope, aids for judging distances, writing materials, 
some good guides and “gain all the knowledge he can, from the local inhabitants at hand…”24 
    Lee had conducted reconnaissance operations during the Mexican War. At Cerro Cordo and 
Churubusco, Lee had not only scouted enemy formations but routes for military units to follow, 
and he had conducted those units along the routes he discovered.25 
    Johnston was called to headquarters before the sun was up on July 2. He was ordered by Lee 
“to make a reconnaissance of the enemy’s left and report as soon as possible.” Johnston claimed 
that Lee had said nothing about finding a… 
 

… route over which troops would be moved unobserved by the enemy, but it was 
not necessary as that was part of my duty as a reconnoitering Officer, and would 
be attended to without special instructions, indeed he said nothing about the 
movement of troops at all, and left me with only that knowledge of what he 
wanted which I had obtained after long service with him, and that was that he 
wanted me to consider every contingency which might arise. 

 
These orders, at least as reported by Johnston, are somewhat vague. Johnston does not indicate 
that he was informed of Lee’s intention to launch a major assault from his right flank, the troops 
that might be involved, or the route those troops might have to take. It appears from Johnston’s 
statement that he did not attempt a clarification as to his precise responsibility or what to do “in 
case of certain contingencies.”26 
    Johnston admitted that he did not have a watch at the time, but he estimated that he left on his 
mission at “daybreak,” probably about 4:12 A.M. We cannot be certain what, if any, equipment 
or maps Johnston had with him. He never wrote of talking with any of the inhabitants he may 
have met along the way. Johnston claimed that he was accompanied by Longstreet’s engineer 
officer and three or four others as an escort.27 
    Longstreet’s engineer officer, John J. Graham Clarke, was born about 1832 in Virginia. Like 
Johnston, Clarke was an engineer by training. He was on duty at Yorktown in April of 1861 and 
was appointed a captain of engineers on February 15, 1862. He was in charge of the defenses of 
Mulberry Island, Virginia, and supervised work at Drewry’s Bluff in May of 1862. He was 
promoted to major of engineers on May 4, 1863, and reported to Longstreet’s staff on May 15. 
Clarke, apparently, left no account of his activities at Gettysburg. Johnston’s accounts are the 
only ones that specifically mention Clarke as being on this early-morning reconnaissance.28 
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    Johnston later wrote to Lafayette McLaws:  
 

…my general route was about the same that General Longstreet took when he 
made his march. I crossed the creek on the same bridge that he did and turned to 
the left at once and got on the ridge where you subsequently formed your line, 
following along that ridge in the direction of the round tops across the 
Emmitsburg road and got up on the slopes of round top, where I had a 
commanding view, then rode along the base of round top to beyond the ground 
that was occupied by General Hood, and where there was later a cavalry fight.29 

 
    On his return trip, Johnston wrote that “…when I again got in sight of Emmitsburg road I saw 
three or four troopers moving slowly and very cautiously in the direction of Gettysburg.” 
Johnston said he reported to Lee, after “the usual delay in finding headquarters,” at about 7 A.M., 
although it could have been a little later, having been gone approximately three hours. Longstreet 
and Lieutenant General A. P. Hill were present with Lee. In making his report, Johnston sketched 
his route on a map Lee was holding on his lap. He assured Lee that he had reached Little Round 
Top. Johnston wrote that later in the day, as McLaws’ division “was formed ready to advance,” 
Federal troops were seen forming in the Peach Orchard. “That,” said Johnston, “was the first 
evidence of any force being ready to oppose us on the enemy’s left that I had seen during the 
day.”30 

    Several questions have 
arisen over the years 
concerning Johnston’s 
reconnaissance, not the least of 
which are where exactly he 
went and what he saw or did 
not see. It is this writer’s belief 
that Johnston did not get to 
Little Round Top as he claimed 
but instead was on the slopes of 
Big Round Top. There were 
also plenty of Federal troops in 
the area between the Round 
Tops and the Emmitsburg road 
for Johnston to see.31 
    For example, the U. S. 
Signal Corps made several 
attempts on July 1 to establish 
communications between the 
Round Tops and Emmitsburg, 
Maryland. Due to 
atmospherics, this was not 
accomplished until 11 P.M., 
and this line “was maintained 
during the subsequent battle.” 
There was thus a signal station 
on Little Round Top at the time 
of Johnston’s reconnaissance 
on July 2.32 

          Brigadier General John 
Buford’s 1st Cavalry Division 

The probable route of Captain Johnston’s reconnaissance. 
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bivouacked on the Federal left on the evening of July 1. His main line was at or near the Peach 
Orchard. The 6th New York Cavalry bivouacked in the Peach Orchard, and the 3rd Indiana 
Cavalry bivouacked in “the woods [possibly Rose’s Woods] near Round Top.” Battery A, 2nd U. 
S. Artillery under Lt. John H. Calef and attached to Buford’s division, was also stationed near the 
Peach Orchard. Buford received orders at about 10:30 A.M. on July 2 to withdraw to Taneytown, 
Maryland, and began to leave this general area about an hour later.33 
    Most of the 3rd Corps (about 7,000) had bivouacked in the area of the George Weikert farm, 
along the southern extension of Cemetery Ridge. Brigadier General J. H. Hobart Ward’s brigade 
was southwest of the farm while Brigadier General Joseph B. Carr’s and Colonel William R. 
Brewster’s brigades were located north and west of the farmhouse. This area was (and is) clearly 
visible from both Round Tops.34 
    The 4th Maine Infantry was on picket duty during the night of July 1 in the fields west of the 
Emmitsburg road and was supported by the 63rd Pennsylvania lying in the Emmitsburg road. The 
2nd Corps (about 11,000) had halted for the night about three miles from Gettysburg along the 
Taneytown road, or about one mile south of the Round Tops. They were ready to march by 
daylight of July 2 and first took position near the intersection of Granite Schoolhouse Lane and 
the Taneytown road, about three-quarters of a mile south of Little Round Top. The head of the 
column should have been in this area by about 5:30 A.M., with the rest of the column on or near 
the road to the south.35 
 
    While there was probably little or no dust because of the damp conditions of the previous days, 
fog was reported by at least one officer in the 3rd Corps. There was, however, no reason for the 
Federal troops to have remained quiet. A staff officer in the 3rd Corps wrote that at daylight the 
“clear notes of a single bugle broke upon the ear, and before its echoes had lost itself among the 
hills a dozen had taken up the call, and the drums added their sullen roll…” It is usually assumed 
that Johnston somehow missed seeing all these Federal troops. But did he? Johnston never wrote 
that he had not seen any Federal troops. He merely wrote that when he arrived on Warfield Ridge 
with McLaws, there was a “force ready to oppose us.” Johnston may have seen Federal troops in 
the Peach Orchard area but not in any force, in his opinion, to stop a strong Confederate 
advance.36 
    Johnston commenced his reconnaissance from Lee’s headquarters position along the 
Chambersburg pike. Johnston probably accompanied General Pendleton to the area of at least 
Spangler’s Woods before splitting from Pendleton’s company. At the beginning of his 
reconnaissance, Johnston would have been behind Confederate positions on Seminary Ridge until 
he was past Spangler’s Woods. While trying to stay out of sight of any possible Federal patrols, 
Johnston may have been on the reverse or western slope of Warfield Ridge and not been in a 
position to directly observe the Peach Orchard area. He probably crossed the Emmitsburg road 
further south than he thought, perhaps somewhere in the area of the Michael Bushman and John 
Slyder farms. He then went up the west slope of Big Round Top. A Federal officer, who was on 
Big Round Top on July 3, reported that, like Johnston, he had “a commanding view” of the area. 
Johnston could then have traveled through part of the John Slyder farm and skirted Bushman Hill 
before re-crossing the Emmitsburg road in the area of Biesecker Woods. To Johnston, Lee was 
headquarters. He may have expected to find Lee at the headquarters tents and had to be redirected 
to Lee’s actual physical position closer to the Seminary buildings. This could explain Johnston’s 
statement concerning “the usual delay in finding headquarters.”37 
  
    Longstreet has been harshly criticized over the years for the slow arrival of his troops on Herr’s 
Ridge on the morning of July 2. Some of these critics felt that Longstreet should have pushed his 
troops to the right of the Confederate line, along Warfield Ridge, during the very early hours of 
July 2. As has been shown, as dawn was breaking on July 2, the Confederate right rested in the 
area of Spangler’s Woods, at little more than a half mile north of Pitzer’s Woods and the northern 
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edge of Warfield Ridge. To have marched there would have necessitated a night march over 
uncertain terrain through an area that had not been scouted. That would have left a half-mile gap 
in Lee’s line and would have added three to five miles to the day’s march. As one twentieth-
century army officer wrote: “To have demanded more of them [Longstreet’s men] at that time 
would have detracted from their battle efficiency when they did arrive on the ground.”38 
    The Chambersburg road, over which Hood and McLaws would have to march, was one-way; 
crossed at least one ridge (Whisler’s Ridge); and probably contained a number of stragglers, 
wounded soldiers, and other debris of the previous day’s battle. The rate of march was probably 
two miles per hour, if not somewhat slower (about one and three-quarters miles per hour). This 
means that if Hood left his bivouac area at 3 A.M., it would have taken at least two hours for the 
head of his column to appear on Herr’s Ridge after a march of about three miles. If McLaws 
began his march at sunrise (about 4:45 A.M.), his troops should have been approaching Herr’s 
Ridge at around 7 A.M. Fremantle reported that at 7 A.M. “I rode over part of the ground with 
General Longstreet, and saw him disposing McLaws’ division for today’s fight.” Major Benjamin 
F. Eshleman’s Washington Artillery Battalion, of the artillery reserve under Colonel Walton, 
arrived in the area of Whisler’s Ridge by 8 A.M. This placed the artillery reserve a little more 
than one mile from Herr’s Ridge. The artillery battalion of Colonel E. P. Alexander began 
arriving in the area about one hour later. All of this “assumes that the march discipline was 
perfect, that there was no straggling, and that the men marched in fours well closed up and with 
no gaps in the column.”39 
    Longstreet’s column would have contained just a little less than 14,000 infantry. The artillery 
battalions of Col. H. C. Cabell and Maj. M. W. Henry, attached to the divisions of McLaws and 
Hood, respectively, contained 780 men (most of whom were probably marching), 280 artillery 
horses, 35 guns, and at least as many caissons. This figure does not include Col. Walton’s 
artillery reserve, which arrived separately from Hood and McLaws. The column may also have 
included an estimated 1,100 supply wagons and 300 baggage wagons.40 
    “On the morning of the 2d,” wrote Longstreet, “I went to General Lee’s headquarters at 
daylight, and renewed my views against making an attack.” Longstreet also “again proposed the 
move to Meade’s left and rear.” Lee again rejected these proposals. It was clear that Longstreet 
did not like the position the Confederate army was in. He did not think Gettysburg was a good 
place for the Confederates to fight, nor did he agree with Lee’s battle plan as it developed. 
Lieutenant Colonel G. Moxley Sorrel, Longstreet’s assistant adjutant-general, later wrote: 
 

As Longstreet was not to be made willing and Lee refused to change or could not 
change, the former failed to conceal some anger. There was apparent apathy in 
his movements. They lacked the fire and point of his usual bearing on the 
battlefield.41 

 
    Longstreet, as a corps commander, not only had to give orders to McLaws and Hood; his 
division commanders; and Walton, his chief of artillery, he also had to oversee and supervise the 
operations of his staff. Lieutenant Colonel G. Moxley Sorrel, the assistant adjutant-general; Major 
John W. Fairfax, acting assistant adjutant and inspector general; Major Osman Latrobe and 
captains John W. Riely and Stephen Winthrop, assistant adjutants-general; and Captain T. J. 
Goree, Longstreet’s aide-de-camp, had to know what Longstreet’s orders were to McLaws, Hood, 
and Walton -- where the troops were moving, when they would be moving, and what Longstreet’s 
thoughts were on the coming engagement -- so they could properly carry out Longstreet’s orders 
and act in his name if necessary. Major S. P. Mitchell, chief quartermaster; Major R. J. Moses, 
chief of commissary of subsistence; Lieutenant Colonel Peyton T. Manning, chief of ordnance; 
and Doctor J. S. D. Cullen, medical director, had to know where the troops were moving, so they 
could bring up the necessary supplies and support for the front line troops. Longstreet may also 
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have had the services of Company H, 7th South Carolina Cavalry, the Kirkwood Rangers, for 
“courier and escort service.”42  
         
    Hood joined Longstreet, who was with Lee and Lt. Gen. A. P. Hill, on Seminary Ridge 
“shortly after daybreak.” Hood remembered that Lee was “anxious” for Longstreet to attack. Lee 
said to Hood: “The enemy is here, and if we do not whip him he will whip us.” Longstreet, who 
wanted to await the arrival of Pickett’s division before moving, noted to Hood that Lee “was a 
little nervous.” Longstreet and Hood were “assisting their deliberations by the truly American 
custom of whittling sticks.”43 
    After McLaws arrived in the area of Herr’s Ridge at about 7 A.M., he was ordered to report to 
Lee on Seminary Ridge at about 8 A.M. He found Lee “sitting on a fallen tree with a map beside 
him.” Longstreet was “walking back and forth some little distance” from Lee. Lee, after pointing 
to his map and directing McLaws’ attention “to about the place across the country from where we 
were,” wanted McLaws to place his division perpendicular to the Emmitsburg road in the area 
south of the Peach Orchard. McLaws, not knowing that Johnston may have already made his 
report, requested permission to accompany Johnston on a reconnaissance. Longstreet did not want 
McLaws to leave his division and directed him to place his division parallel to the Emmitsburg 
road. Lee repeated his desire to place McLaws perpendicular to the road. Longstreet, for a second 
time, refused to allow McLaws to accompany Johnston. McLaws ordered Lieutenant Thomas 
Jefferson Montcure, his engineer officer, to conduct a reconnaissance and instructed him as to 
“what to observe particularly, as he was an officer in whom I had confidence…”  But, Montcure 
“was ordered back.” McLaws conducted his own, limited, reconnaissance and was “soon 
convinced that by crossing the ridge where I then was, [Seminary Ridge] my command could 
reach the point indicated by General Lee, in a half hour, without being seen.”44 
    Colonel John B. Walton, with the 1st Corps Artillery Reserve, arrived along the Chambersburg 
pike, probably near Whisler’s ridge, by about 8 A.M. Lieutenant William Miller Owen, Walton’s 
adjutant, reported the unit’s arrival to Longstreet. Longstreet ordered Colonel E. P. Alexander, 
commanding one of Walton’s battalions, to report to him directly. Alexander was ordered “to 
accompany…the divisions of Major-Generals McLaws and Hood in the attack upon the left.”  
Alexander was also ordered to “take command of the three battalions of artillery accompanying 
them,” his own plus Cabell’s and Henry’s.45   
    Alexander wrote that he was ordered to reconnoiter the enemy’s left flank and “in about three 
hours had a good idea of all the ground…” Alexander was to examine “all the roads leading to the 
right & front, & get an understanding of the enemy’s position & how & where we could best get 
at it…” General Pendleton reported that he conducted Alexander “to the advanced point of 
observation,” probably near Pitzer’s Woods, but that “a sharp contest occurred in the woods to 
the right and rear of this forward point.”46   
    Prior to this, Pendleton had “surveyed the enemy’s position toward some estimate of the 
ground and the best mode of attack.” On his return from this reconnaissance, Pendleton also 
surveyed the “ravine road,” either the Black Horse Tavern road or the dry stream bed of 
Willoughby Run. He was also “made aware of having entered the enemy’s lines by meeting two 
dismounted cavalrymen. These cavalrymen, Pendleton reported, “immediately surrendered.” 
After surveying the “course and character” of the ravine road, Pendleton returned to “an elevated 
point on the Fairfield road, which furnished a very extensive view.” This was probably Bream’s 
Hill just above the Black Horse Tavern. Federal cavalry could be seen “in considerable force” and 
“bodies of infantry and artillery, accompanied by their trains” could be seen moving along the 
Emmitsburg road toward Gettysburg. Longstreet joined Pendleton at this position about midday.47 
    Longstreet, in addition to his regular contingent of troops, had the temporary services of a 
scratched-together group of cavalry and artillery under Colonel John L. Black, 1st South Carolina 
Cavalry. Black, under orders from Lee, had served as Longstreet’s rear guard on July 1. Black 
reported to Lee sometime early on the morning of July 2. Lee introduced Black to Longstreet “to 
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explore your ground, watch your flanks and rear.” Black, after ordering up his cavalry and 
Captain James F. Hart’s South Carolina battery, accompanied Longstreet to his temporary field 
headquarters on Bream’s Hill above the Black Horse Tavern at about 11 A.M. Black was ordered 
to take possession of the bridge on the Fairfield road where it crosses Rock Creek. He also sent 
two lieutenants, at Longstreet’s request, in two different directions to report “whether they could 
see any enemy or not.” Hart’s battery was placed in position to cover the Fairfield road. Black 
spent “much of the fore part that day with Gen. Longstreet…”48 
    Brigadier General Joseph B. Kershaw, McLaws’ division, wrote that his brigade “being at the 
head of the column” had halted “at the end of the lane leading to the Black Horse Tavern, situated 
some five hundred yards to our right.” This position was probably along the high ground, west of 
Herr’s Ridge road and on the lane connecting the Adam Butt farm with the Mark Forney farm on 
the Black Horse Tavern road. From this position, Kershaw had a commanding view of the 
Alexander Currens’ farm along the Emmitsburg road. He observed that a “large body of troops, 
with flankers out in our direction, passed over that point and joined the Federal army.” 
Considering that McLaws’ column was about two miles long, if Kershaw’s brigade was at or near 
the Adam Butt farm, then the rear of the column would be at Herr’s Tavern and, perhaps, partially 
on the Chambersburg road.49  
    Longstreet’s veterans seemed more than ready to renew the engagement. These men had the 
impression that after all the other troops had made their marches and had attacked the enemy’s 
flanks and rear and after “all the display of strategy and generalship” had failed to dislodge the 
enemy, then Longstreet’s corps would be called on to strike “the hard, stubborn, decisive blow.” 
Another veteran wrote that while they were in position on Herr’s Ridge, they were given 
“enthusiastic accounts of the good behavior and triumph of our side” on July 1. This seemed to 
fire the men to a “white heat,” and the movement to the right showed that “a demonstration of 
satisfaction was plain in every face.”  
 

I never at any time in the war heard such eager wishes for instant battle. Many 
said, “These Yanks say that we whip them in Virginia because we are at home 
and they are away from home; today we shall whip them at home.”50 

 
    Lee at about 9 A.M., after meeting with Longstreet and McLaws, went to consult once more 
with Lt. Gen. Ewell. Lee was still considering moving Ewell’s corps away from the Federal right 
to a more advantageous position along Seminary Ridge, opposite Cemetery Ridge. While visiting 
with Ewell, Lee finalized the movements for the day. Lee, however, according to one of Ewell’s 
officers, was not “very sanguine of its success. He feared we would only take it at a great 
sacrifice of life.”51 
 
    As a result of all the reconnaissance work and his own observations, Lee knew the Federal 
army “held a high and commanding ridge, along which he had massed a large amount of 
artillery.”  Lee reported:  
 

The enemy occupied a strong position, with his right upon two commanding 
elevations adjacent to each other…His line extended thence upon the high 
ground along the Emmitsburg road, with a steep ridge in rear, which was also 
occupied. This ridge was difficult of ascent, particularly the two hills above 
mentioned as forming its northern extremity…Numerous stone and rail fences 
along the slope served to afford protection to his troops and impede our advance. 
In his front, the ground was undulating and generally open for about three-
quarters of a mile.52 
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    As Lee’s battle plans matured, it became his intention to launch attacks all along the length of 
what he perceived to be the main Federal line. Longstreet was to attack the Federal left and drive 
the enemy from the Emmitsburg road and from a position “it was thought our artillery could use 
to advantage in assailing the more elevated ground beyond, and thus enable us to reach the crest 
of the ridge.” Ewell’s corps “was instructed to make a simultaneous demonstration upon the 
enemy’s right, to be converted into a real attack should opportunity offer.” Hill’s corps “was 
ordered to threaten the enemy’s center, to prevent re-enforcements being drawn to either wing, 
and co-operate with his right division in Longstreet’s attack.” It stands to reason then that Hill’s 
corps, particularly the right division of Major General Richard H. Anderson, would play a strong 
supporting role to Longstreet. Longstreet, therefore, could not move into position until Anderson 
was in position.53 
    Anderson’s division received its initial orders at about 7 A.M. Anderson left the area of 
Whisler’s Ridge and moved along the Chambersburg pike for about one mile to Herr’s Ridge. 
The division then bore off to the right and “passed through troops whose arms were stacked, was 
informed they were McLaws’s and Hood’s divisions…” Anderson continued “the march over 
undulating fields and wooded crests nearly in a straight line…” for about two to three miles. By 
10 A.M., Anderson had four of his five brigades on the west slope of Seminary Ridge, to the right 
of Pender’s division, extending the existing Confederate line. The brigade of Brigadier General 
Cadmus M. Wilcox, which had been on skirmish duty near the Black Horse Tavern on the night 
of July 1, had the farthest to march and went into position just before noon. As Anderson’s 
division was moving in front of him, Longstreet’s forces could not reasonably be moved into 
position until Anderson had cleared the road.54 
    As Wilcox was moving along the reverse slope of Seminary/Warfield ridges, he detected the 
movement of Federal forces in Pitzer’s Woods to his front. This was an advanced force sent out 
by the 3rd Corps “to feel the enemy’s right.” After a sharp encounter, this force was driven back to 
the 3rd Corps position. Wilcox then placed his brigade along the northern portion of Warfield 
Ridge with the exception of the 10th Alabama Infantry. This unit “occupied the woods to the right 
and at right angles to the remainder of my line, for the safety of my right flank.” This was a 
defensive measure and not one designed to support an attack from Wilcox’s right. This may be an 
example of poor communication or staff work as it appears that Wilcox at that point had no 
knowledge of Longstreet’s forces coming up on his right.55 
    The only unit missing from Longstreet’s command, with the exception of Pickett’s division, 
was the brigade of Brigadier General Evander M. Law. Law’s brigade had been detached at New 
Guilford to help guard the army’s flank. The brigade left New Guilford at about 3 A.M. on July 2. 
Longstreet received permission from Lee to await the arrival of Law’s brigade before beginning 
his march to the south. Law’s brigade arrived in the area of Herr’s Ridge shortly before noon after 
a twenty-three-mile march. Longstreet began his march less than an hour later. When Law’s 
brigade arrived, it “found the other brigades of Hood’s division resting about a mile from the 
town, on the Chambersburg road.”56 
    Longstreet had previously received orders “to proceed cautiously upon the forward movement, 
so as to avoid being seen by the enemy.” Longstreet believed that Lee had ordered Captain 
Johnston “to lead and conduct the head of the column.” Longstreet wrote that his troops “moved 
forward under guidance of a special officer of General Lee, and with instructions to follow his 
directions.” Because McLaws was moving under Johnston’s guidance, Longstreet felt this 
released him from immediate supervision of McLaws’ division. He, therefore, chose to ride at the 
head of Hood’s column.57 
    Longstreet began his march to the Federal left flank at about 12:45 P.M. on July 2.  Brigadier 
General Joseph B. Kershaw’s brigade led the advance. From his position near the Adam Butt 
farm, Kershaw moved “by flank from the head of column perpendicularly to the rear.” The 
brigade turned to its right and followed the farm lane from the Adam Butt farm to the Mark 
Forney farm on the Black Horse Tavern road. It passed to the right of the tavern between the 
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tavern and the bridge. The column came to a halt about three hundred yards from the tavern 
“when the head of column was about to reach the top of a hill where it would be seen.”58 

    General McLaws, riding in front with Captain Johnston, ordered Kershaw’s brigade to halt. 
Longstreet, who had been riding with Lee, left Hood’s division to ride forward and determine the 
cause of the delay. Longstreet and McLaws conducted a quick reconnaissance on their own. By 
the time they returned to the head of Kershaw’s column, they were both “manifesting 
considerable irritation…” McLaws indicated that he had found a more suitable route on his earlier 

The route of Longstreet’s counter-march. 
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reconnaissance but that the way to get to it was by counter-marching. After suggesting that 
Hood’s division take over the lead, to which McLaws objected, Longstreet authorized the 
movement.59 
    Kershaw was ordered to conduct a countermarch back to the Adam Butt farm. From there he 
followed a farm lane that intersected with the Fairfield road at the Butt’s Schoolhouse and the 
Isaac Johns farm. He followed the Fairfield road toward Gettysburg for a distance of about one-
half mile before turning south onto the Willoughby Run road.60 
    Although Hood’s division was led on a “long and circuitous march,” there are no accounts 
from Hood’s division concerning a countermarch. That may be because Hood’s division did not 
conduct a countermarch. Hood’s division, following McLaws’ division, turned from the Herr’s 
Ridge road onto a farm lane at Dr. Samuel E. Hall’s house. After passing through some woods, 
Hood turned his column south on a farm road, one that paralleled modern-day Park Avenue, and 
past the farm of Peter Stallsmith. The Civil War-era road directly connected with the Willoughby 
Run road.61 
 
    Despite the precautions taken, the march was seen by the Federal signal station on Little Round 
Top. At 1:30 P.M.. the signal station reported that a “heavy column of enemy’s infantry, about 
10,000 strong, is moving from opposite our extreme left toward our right.” About forty minutes 
later, the station reported that the enemy troops “were passing on a by-road from Dr. [Samuel E.] 
Hall’s house to Herr’s tavern…A train of ambulances is following them.” The signal corps 
officers may have had help from Daniel H. Klingle, a local farmer who lived along the 
Emmitsburg road. At about mid-day, Mr. Klingle and his family had been told by several officers 
to leave. At one point, while going past the base of Little Round Top, Klingle was stopped and 
taken to the summit where he “told the places the rebels were putting their wounded of the first 
day in, names of roads, distances, and where they led to.”62 
    The division of Major General George E. Pickett began to arrive near the Marsh Creek camp 
site on the Chambersburg road at about 2:00 P.M., after a twenty-three-mile march from 
Chambersburg. Major Walter Harrison, Pickett’s acting assistant and inspector general, 
remembered that the men “were parched by the excessive heat and the dust of the road…” 
Despite the dust and the heat, the “officers and men of the division were at once anxious to get on 
to where the battle was engaged.” Pickett rode in advance to find Longstreet and report his 
division’s position. Harrison reported to Lee on the position and condition of the division with the 
advice that “with two hours’ rest, they could be at any part of the field he might desire to use 
them.”  
 

Within a half an hour I reported this to Gen. Lee in person. His reply was: “Tell 
Gen. Pickett I shall not want him this evening, to let his men rest, and I will send 
word when I want them.63 

 
    Meanwhile, McLaws was encountering “considerable difficulty” on the Willoughby Run road: 
 

Owing to the rough character of the country in places and the fences and ditches 
we had to cross, the countermarch was effected, and my troops were moving 
easily forward along a road with fences on the side not giving room enough for a 
company front, making it necessary to break files to the rear.64 
 

    After marching on the Willoughby Run road for about one mile, the column retuned to the 
Black Horse Tavern road. The column followed this road, or the dry bed of Willoughby Run, to 
Pitzer’s Schoolhouse. Here the column halted again. Longstreet asked McLaws how he was going 
in. When McLaws answered, “That will be determined when I can see what is in my front,” 
Longstreet replied that there was nothing in his front that “you will be entirely on the flank of the 
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enemy.” McLaws stated that he would continue his march “in columns of companies, and after 
arriving on the flank as far as necessary will face to the left and march on the enemy.” That suited 
Longstreet.65 
 
At this point, to break up any further delays, Longstreet ordered Hood’s division to quicken its 
march and to “pass to the front of McLaws.” Hood’s movement was accomplished by “throwing 
out an advanced force to tear down fences and clear the way.”66 
    McLaws’ division, with Kershaw’s brigade in the lead, was reaching the base of Warfield 
Ridge just before 3:00 P.M. Unlike the Chambersburg pike, the roads for this march were, at best, 
country lanes. They were very narrow and unpaved. This should have lowered the march rate to 
about one and one-half miles an hour. The march covered about five miles. This would require a 
march of between three and six hours for Longstreet’s men to get into position. The earliest time 
Longstreet’s forces could be in position was 4 P.M. It was noted that Lee was anxious about 
Longstreet’s “slow” march. But as one modern officer has stated, “The marching of the First 
Corps was normal; and when one is anxious to get down to business, anything that is normal 
appears to be slow.”67 
    The sharpshooters of Brigadier General W. T. Wofford’s brigade had been “kept well to the 
front,” probably as an advanced skirmish line. There was some concern that the sharpshooters 
would somehow get on the wrong route and uncover the movement. Major James M. Goggin, 
McLaws’ assistant adjutant-general, was ordered by McLaws “to look after them.” Goggin rode 
at least a mile in front of the column when he saw the sharpshooters “approaching at a brisk 
pace.” One of the men informed Goggin that:  
 

General Sickles was approaching very rapidly and could be “cut off” if we 
moved promptly. I galloped back at full speed and when I reached the Command 
I found it again at a halt, and both officers and men of our division in, apparently 
no very amiable mood. On inquiry I was informed that the halt had been ordered 
that Hoods Command might be moved to the front & you (Longstreet) & Genl 
McLaws were pointed out to me engaged, it appeared, in very earnest 
conversation.68 

 
    McLaws had good reason to be in a “very earnest conversation” with Longstreet. The situation 
at the Peach Orchard was anything but what McLaws was expecting. McLaws, writing to his wife 
within days of the battle, wrote that the report was “that the enemy had but two regiments of 
infantry and one battery at the Peach orchard.” Instead, “the enemy were discovered in greater 
force than was supposed.” As Kershaw was approaching the woods on the summit of Warfield 
Ridge, he was fired on by Federal artillery. Kershaw, “a very cool, judicious and gallant 
gentleman,” turned the head of his column to the right and placed it behind the protection of a 
stone wall. McLaws, meanwhile, “hurried back to quicken the march of those in the rear, and sent 
orders for my artillery to move to my right and open fire…”69 
    Just prior to the Confederate occupation of Warfield Ridge, at about 3:00 P.M., Gen. Meade 
discovered that:  
 

Major-General Sickles, commanding the Third Corps, not fully apprehending the 
instructions in regard to the position to be occupied, had advanced, or rather was 
in the act of advancing, his corps some half a mile or three-quarters of a mile in 
front of the line of the Second Corps, on the prolongation of which it was 
designed his corps should rest.70 
 

    The 3rd Corps, instead of occupying a position along Cemetery Ridge, now occupied a position 
that was nearly twice as long and was not anchored on any other troops or a naturally strong 
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position. From the Confederate perspective, instead of fewer than five hundred infantry and one 
battery to oppose their advance, there were now nearly five thousand five hundred infantry plus at 
least four batteries of artillery. This “new” line ran for nearly 1,100 yards from the south edge of 
the Peach Orchard, along the Emmitsburg road nearly to the Peter Rogers’ house.71   
    McLaws wrote, “Thus was presented a state of affairs which was certainly not contemplated 
when the original plan or order of battle was given, and certainly was not known to General 
Longstreet a half hour previous.” Major Osman Latrobe, of Longstreet’s staff, delivered an order 
to McLaws from Longstreet asking why he did not charge. McLaws informed Latrobe he would 
charge as soon as his division was formed for it. Soon after this, the order was repeated. McLaws 
“informed the officer again that the enemy was so strong in my front that it required careful 
preparation for the assault…” McLaws now received a preemptory order to charge, which had 
been issued by both Longstreet and Lee. As McLaws was instructing his staff “to send orders for 
a simultaneous move of the whole line,” he was ordered “to wait until Hood got into position.”72 
    There is good documentation that Lee was with Longstreet most of the afternoon of July 2 or 
was at least in the area of Warfield Ridge. Longstreet wrote that while he was placing his troops 
in position, “General Lee at the same time gave orders for the attack to be made by my right…” 
General Pendleton reported that after Wilcox’s brigade had cleared Pitzer’s Woods of Federal 
troops, which allowed the Confederates to view the ground beyond the woods, he was “about to 
enter the woods, met the commanding general, en route himself for a survey of the ground.” 
General Wilcox also remembered that at about 4 P.M., Lee “stopped near me for a few 
minutes…” Fitzgerald Ross wrote that an hour earlier, “we rejoined General Longstreet, who, 
after a long consultation with the Commander-in-Chief, was at this moment riding down with his 
Staff towards the front.” Major John W. Fairfax of Longstreet’s staff also remembered that Lee 
was with Longstreet for most of the day, up to about 3 P.M.73  
    Lieutenant D. Augustus Dickert, 3rd South Carolina Infantry wrote, “Longstreet passed us once 
or twice, but he had his eyes cast to the ground, as if in a deep study, his mind disturbed, and had 
more the look of gloom than I had ever noticed before.”74 
    While Longstreet was in apparent consultation with Lee, he began receiving messages from 
Hood about the conditions on his front. Hood, like McLaws, noted the changed conditions in the 
Peach Orchard area and also what appeared to be Sickles’ left flank in the area of Devil’s Den. 
Hood reported that his Texas scouts had discovered that the country around the Round Tops “was 
open, and that I could march through an open woodland pasture around Round Top, and assault 
the enemy in flank and rear.” Hood considered “it was unwise to attack up the Emmetsburg road, 
as ordered.” He suggested going around the Round Tops and attacking the Federal position in 
flank and rear.75 
    Hood sent two staff officers to Longstreet “bearing to you my request to be allowed to make 
the proposed movement.” Longstreet’s answers both times were: “General Lee’s orders are to 
attack up the Emmetsburg road.” Hood next sent Major William Harvey “Harry” Sellers, his 
adjutant-general, to Longstreet and received the same response. At almost the same time, Major 
John W. Fairfax of Longstreet’s staff rode up and repeated the order. As Hood’s line started to 
advance, Longstreet arrived in person. Hood again protested, “the first and only one I ever made 
during my entire military career,” the method of attack and his “regret at not being allowed to 
attack in flank.” Longstreet’s answer was, in effect, “We must obey the orders of General Lee.” 
Longstreet is sometimes criticized for not following Hood’s advice and for trying to attack the 
Round Tops from the flank and rear. However, this would have necessitated another march into 
position of at least a mile and a half. This would have required at least another hour to two hours 
to get the troops into position, not to mention having to move the artillery support. This would 
have moved the attack time back to about 6 P.M. and would have given Longstreet’s men less 
than two hours of daylight to launch an attack and to try to exploit any gains. This would have 
meant no attack at all on July 2.76 
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    After Longstreet returned to McLaws’ position, he wanted to know why a battery had not been 
placed in position “where the road by which we marched reached the edge of the open space in 
front.” McLaws was afraid a battery at that position would draw enemy fire, be in the way of his 
attack, and “tend to demoralize my men.” Longstreet ordered a battery into position, and it 
immediately drew enemy fire.77 
    Colonel E. P. Alexander, commanding a battalion of Longstreet’s reserve artillery, had been 
given command of all the batteries that would be engaged in the afternoon. In his early reports, he 
wrote that he was to “accompany” the divisions of McLaws and Hood “in the attack upon the 
left.” He confirmed that the “march into position was performed with these divisions.” Brigadier 
General Pendleton reported that after Longstreet had halted his infantry, he “sent back to hasten 
his artillery….Cabell’s, Alexander’s and Henry’s battalions at length arrived.”78 
    Colonel Henry C. Cabell, commanding McLaws’ artillery battalion, reported that he “moved 
up with the division.” As the command began to ascend Warfield Ridge, Cabell moved his 
battalion to the head of the column. He then “turned to the right, and placed the battalion in 
position on the edge of the wood, the right resting near the road leading from Gettysburg to 
Emmitsburg.” Cabell’s lead battery was probably the one Kershaw witnessed moving “along the 
road parallel with my line of march.” 79  
    Captain Fitzgerald Ross, an Austrian military observer, wrote that he rejoined Longstreet at 
about 3 P.M., just after Longstreet had had “a long consultation with the Commander-in-Chief.” 
Ross observed that “Longstreet rode up the line and down again, occasionally dismounting, and 
going forward to get a better view of the enemy’s position.”80 
    The best evidence suggests that Longstreet’s artillery first opened fire between 3 and 3:30 P.M. 
Hood’s infantry assault began one-half hour later, at about 4 P.M. McLaws’ infantry moved to the 
assault at about 5:30 P.M. At 3:30 P.M., the Federal signal station on Little Round Top reported 
to Major General Daniel E. Sickles, 3rd Corps, the massing of Longstreet’s forces on Sickles’ 
left.81 
 
    Longstreet’s post-Gettysburg career is well known and need not detain us. But what of Captain 
Samuel R. Johnston’s “failed” reconnaissance on July 2? Did it have any bearing on Johnston’s 
post-Gettysburg career? Apparently not. An officer in the Washington Artillery remembered 
seeing Johnston on July 5 “looking for favorable ground in our rear to lay out a line of battle.” 
After the pontoon bridge had broken at Falling Waters during the retreat, Longstreet praised the 
work of Johnston, Major John J. Clarke, and Captain Henry T. Douglas, who had “applied 
themselves diligently to the work of repairing the bridge.” Johnston was promoted to major on 
March 17, 1864, and to lieutenant colonel on September 15, 1864. During the Richmond 
campaign in 1864 and 1865, Johnston was in charge of some of the defensive works along 
Longstreet’s front. Colonel Walter Stevens, chief engineer, Army of Northern Virginia, wrote that 
Johnston “has no superior as constructing & locating engineer.” Johnston continued his career as 
an engineer after the war and died in East Orange, New Jersey, on December 24, 1899.82 
    The “Lost Cause” myth holds Longstreet personally responsible for the Confederate loss at 
Gettysburg. He has been charged over the years with disobeying Lee’s orders and for his slow 
movement into position on July 2. In this writer’s opinion, both of these charges are substantially 
without foundation. It must be conceded that Longstreet did not believe Gettysburg was a good 
place for the Confederates to fight a battle, and he clearly did not agree with Lee’s battle plan. As 
the ranking lieutenant general in the Confederate army, second-in-command of the Army of 
Northern Virginia, and considering his close association with Lee, Longstreet may have felt he 
had freedom to make suggestions to Lee. “The question,” as stated by Colonel B. D. Sanger, “of 
when a principal lieutenant must cease to give advice is always a moot one.” However, once Lee 
had issued final orders, any further suggestions would have seemed out of place.83 
    Longstreet brought his forces forward in the most expeditious manner available to him. His 
troops had to fight the elements, road conditions, and other troops blocking their way in order to 
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reach the Marsh Creek encampments. By at least 7 A.M. on the morning of July 2, Longstreet’s 
forces were in position on Herr’s Ridge, opposite the right center of the Confederate line as it 
then existed. After waiting for Law’s brigade, with Lee’s permission, Longstreet began what 
would become a circuitous march of almost five miles to reach his attack position. This march 
was accomplished in the minimum time possible, and by 4 P.M., Longstreet’s men were in 
position to attack. 84 
    Perhaps the last word on Longstreet’s performance properly belongs to a twentieth-century 
general who, like Lee, at times had to deal with opinionated subordinates. When commenting on 
Longstreet’s performance at Gettysburg, General Dwight D. Eisenhower said that Longstreet 
could not have attacked on the morning of July 2 “with any strength.” Eisenhower continued, “It 
has been charged, though nobody today knows the truth, that he was holding back to get Lee to 
see the futility of the attack… But it is pretty hard to go back into the motives of the man. Lee 
always respected Longstreet.” As to the charge that Longstreet was dragging his feet, Eisenhower 
felt that Longstreet was too good of a soldier to deliberately botch an attack. Despite their 
differences at Gettysburg, the always-combative Longstreet never failed to support Lee. At 
Appomattox, for example, Lee was “apprehensive” of receiving “humiliating demands” from 
Lieutenant General U. S. Grant. Longstreet suggested “that in that event he [Lee] should break off 
the interview and tell General Grant to do his worst.” 85 
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